
fragilty in a comprehensive manner

I improved my information on context
analysis and actor mapping. Also, I got
further information on the CSPM
shared web tools which is available
online

fragility assessment / context analysis

fragility assessment and advantages of
HRBA

context analysis including roots of
con�ct

di�erent instruments to address
contextual, programmatic and
institutional risks

That we are not "slaves" of the tools but
rather that the tools can be adapted to
our needs

the stages of CSPM

con�ict sensitivity

Fragility assessment tool

Concept of fragility, HRBA, con�ict
sensitivity

Fragility assessment

Instruments to analyze the context in
fragile states

how to �t in the tools to be "�t for
fragility"

Fragility - it seems to be immensely
broad in de�nition...or vague as such

how to conduct a fragility assessment
(how to involve/engage partners in the
analysis)

How to and what stages of the PCM
shall we mainstream CSPM in our
projects?

HRBA

applying the tools...

in what moment of the PCM to use the
fragility assessment and CSPM tools -->
EP or CP?

how to choose the right tools for
context/fragility/con�ict analysis

HRBA

HRBA

the links between CSPM and other risk
management tools

Actors Mapping

4As

HRBA

how to mainstream CSPM/HRBA across
all our interventions

to practice an example how to
mainstream CSPM in a project. better to
designe a ghost project and then
mainsteam CSPM in it step by step

concrete (working) experiences of
HRBA/CSPM

HRBA in authoritarian regimes

Use of CSPM and HRBA in the right
moment of PCM

More case studies which show possible
ways to use instruments like actors
mapping / 4 As  etc

HRBA and staying engaged

HRBA in authoritarian regimes

What level of understanding of HR law
is needed to apply the HRBA in practice

Operationalization of HRBA

I am �ne with CSPM. However, I wish to
receive more practical info on HRBA.

HRBA and how to measure our success 
in implementing it

practical and operational application of
CSPM and HRBA

   

I have tremendously improved my
understanding of...

I don't feel fully knowledgable of
or comfortable with...

I would like to speci�cally deepen
my understanding of....


